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Are We At War Yet? (AWAWY) was written shortly after Russia began its first stage of invasion of Ukraine in 2014. Back then it felt like crossing a red line even though a great many lines had been crossed prior to that moment and, as we now know, it certainly wasn’t the last red line that Putin would cross. Since the year 2000, when he first became a president, step by step and year by year, he built his version of the totalitarian, imperialistic Russia. This was a long and multi-layered project: the poison of hatred, lies, and the sense of national superiority was methodically injected into Russian society.

Playwright Mikhail Durnenkov is exploring how this poison works on both micro and macro levels, how it affects families and relationships, and how it slowly changes the country. George Orwell’s kind of doublethink makes the minds of the TV anchor and his wife explode, making them live between two truths—the public and the personal ones. Two parents, scared for the life and well-being of their child, talk themselves into another Orwellian maxim: war is peace. A young teenage tech geek helps a mysterious company develop dangerous military software, without even recognizing what he is doing. The scariest feature of the script is that most characters, like that teenager, don’t take notice of the effect that brainwashing has already had on their psyche, and don’t feel how absurd they sound or behave. Other episodes, like the final one, serve as metaphors for larger geopolitical processes: Durnenkov translates the conflict between Russia and Ukraine into psychological realities of the domestic violence scene.

For me personally, a lot in this script reminds me of Bob Fosse’s Cabaret, where politics is being represented through personal and vice-versa. It is also hard not to notice major similarities between early Nazi Germany and late-Putin Russia: both nations piqued by the loss of former power (doesn’t matter whether real or perceived), are plagued by growing nationalism, and seek reclamation and revenge under the leadership of an insane tyrant.

What makes me truly sad is the fact that the play was written almost ten years ago, when Russian society might yet had a chance to change course, to wake up from this dangerous, rancid dream, and before the monstrous transformation we are witnessing today was truly, comprehensively complete.

Staging a play is, at a basic level, a process of translation and interpretation—even when the play is written and produced in the same language—a word on a page isn’t the same thing as a word being said on stage. In the case of AWAWY, this translation involved the interpretation and juxtaposition of cultural realities, behavioral patterns, and habits. And even more so, it was about the translation of politics—and discovering the astonishing degree to which Russian political issues translate into and project onto the realities of America today. I’m afraid that we have found too many recognizable similarities. So, my only wish is that when watching the play and looking at its characters, the audience doesn’t immediately think: “Oh, it’s about them, it’s not about us.”

—Yury Urnov, director
It’s Absurd, Isn’t It?

February 2014 may be popularly remembered for the Sochi Winter Olympics, but it also included a declaration of war between Russia and Ukraine by means of an annexation of the Crimean Peninsula. The land is owned by Ukraine and occupied by many ethnic Russians who moved there during the reign of the Soviet Union. This event marked the first time a European nation annexed the territory of another since World War II, and it also inspired Russian playwright, Mikhail Durnenkov, to write Are We At War Yet?

In 2022, three years after the script was written, the Russo-Ukrainian War escalated with a full-scale invasion of Ukraine. After speaking out against the invasion, all of Durnenkov’s plays were removed from theatres across Russia. Today, ten years after the outbreak of the initial war and writing of the script, this production is offering the UMD community a glimpse into a deeply complex conversation on Russia’s relationships with Ukraine and the West, and the moral dilemmas civilians struggle with during war.

While this play is steeped in Russian culture, the structure lends itself to be universal. The play consists of twelve independent episodes, the characters have no names, and the scenes have no dates or identifiable events. This structure also allows two conversations to happen at once. One side is of civilian relationships affected by the pressure of war, the other side is ongoing relationships between Russia, Ukraine, and the West.

Much of the dramaturgical and directorial work of this script is in finding the threads between these wildly unique characters and moments. I’d like to offer you what we found:

The characters of this play are driven by an intense fear of the physical and moral implications of war. When a threat as big as the prospect of war looms, people grasp onto the things right in front of them, leading to intense reactions to the people in their immediate surroundings.

Beyond this fear, there is also an attachment to the way things have been, and the people or country that represents home. These characters are navigating their fear and searching for what’s beneath. Some characters may find patriotic allegiance, a sense of responsibility to their families, and even genuine love.

Although the themes discussed are heavy, a frequent conversation in our rehearsals involved leaning into the absurd comedy of the stories. The absurdity of having to ask oneself the merits of leaving your entire home behind for a life you haven’t planned, or being punished for a thought you didn’t have are explored here as exactly what they sound like on paper. Hilarious.

I invite you to enjoy the spectacle, laugh at the jokes, and find your own reality in the absurdity of modern life.

—Hudson White, dramaturg
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